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Abstract 

Mn55Al45, Mn55Al44C1, Mn52.2Al45.8C2 and Mn54.2Al43.8C2 were synthesized by the mechanical 
alloying method. It was the first time that a high purity τ phase up to 99% of weight percentage was 
obtained in Mn54.2Al43.8C2, which gave the highest saturation magnetization Ms = 570 kAm-1 ever 
reported by mechanical alloying method up to date. The crystallite size of the τ phase of MnAl(C) alloy 
decreased with increasing carbon doping, varying from 79 to 159 nm. Additionally, the coercivity (Hc) 
was found to be inversely proportional to the crystallite size of τ phase. Effect of doping carbon and its 
position in the τ phase of MnAl(C) alloy were also investigated for the first time by first-principle 
calculations. It was found that by inserting carbon at the interstitial site in the tetragonal structure, a 
strong stabilization effect and an expansion of unit cell were observed, which are in good agreement 
with the experimental results. Moreover, our results indicate that carbon doping reduces the magnetic 
moment of Mn. 

1. Introduction 

Among the rare-earth-free magnets that are currently being investigated, the manganese 
aluminum (MnAl) alloy that was first reported by Kono [1] and Koch et al. [2] is increasingly gaining 
attention as having promising intrinsic properties: saturation magnetization µ0MS = 0.75 T, anisotropy 
constant K1 = 1.7 MJm-3

, Curie temperature Tc = 650 K, and theoretical energy product (BH)max = 112 
kJm-3 [3, 4]. Moreover, the MnAl alloy displays good machinability and high corrosion resistance; 
meanwhile, the elements Mn and Al are highly abundant on earth. 

The ferromagnetic properties of the MnAl magnet come from its τ phase, a tetragonal 
crystallographic structure (L10) that is formed in a region ranging from 50 to 60 atomic percent (at.%) 
Mn (Fig. 1). However, one of the challenges of obtaining a pure τ phase is that it is metastable, and 
therefore easily decomposes into two stables phases, the non-magnetic g2-Mn5Al8 and the β-Mn phase. 
The τ-phase can be obtained by transformation from the high-temperature ε-phase through a proper 
cooling from high temperature or annealing at 400-600oC [1, 5]. Doping with a third element in order 
to improve the stability and magnetic properties of τ phase was reported in many previous works, and 
carbon (C) has been so far proved to be the best candidate [6-10]. 

Several attempts were reported in the literature for obtaining a pure t- phase using many 
methods: melt spinning, gas atomizing, rapid solidification processing, arc melting, ball milling, drop 
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synthesis and mechanical alloying. Among those methods, very high purity τ phase was obtained 
by Q. Zeng et al. by arc-melting [8, 18 ] and by M. J. Lucis et al. by melt spinning [14]. They 
obtained respectively Ms and HC values of the order of 650 kAm-1 and Hc ≈ 398 kAm-1 for the 
first and 408 kAm-1 and Hc ≈ 75 kAm-1 for the second. 

Mechanical alloying, in particular, presents the advantage of producing a nanocrystalline 
structure with a crystallite size of few nanometers that helps to improve performance of magnetic 
materials. The best magnetic properties obtained with this method were reported by D.C Crew et al., Ms 
= 442 kAm-1, Mr = 203 kAm-1, Hc = 271 kAm-1, and (BH)max = 10.3 kJm-3 [21] but the mechanically 
alloyed Mn53.1Al43.1C3.8 is not pure and contains a secondary phase β-Mn. This is due to a large difference 
in melting temperature between Mn (1246oC) and Al (660oC), a complicated phase diagram, 
metastability of the τ phase, as well as many other factors which influence the milling process like 
milling time, speed, balls-to-powder-weight ratio. Hence, optimization of the mechanical alloying 
condition, leading to improvement of τ phase content and magnetic properties, is desirable.  

The magnetic moment of Mn in the L10 structure and the magnetic behavior in dependence with 
the unit cell parameters, electronic structure and magneto-crystalline anisotropy of MnAl alloy were 
theoretically calculated by A. Sakuma et al. and J. Z. Wei et al. [18, 26]. As C doping helps to stabilize 
the τ phase, understanding its position in the structure, and consequently the mechanism of the effect is 
needed. Indeed, the effect of carbon on stabilizing the τ phase and the position of carbon in the structure 
were experimentally examined by [27-30]. In detail, an attempt to study the position of C in the τ phase 
of MnAl(C) magnet by X ray Diffraction was carried out by K. H. Han et al., in which, it was proposed 
that C should enter the octahedral interstitial sublattice sites at (½;½;0) positions, lying in the Mn atom 
layers [30]. Neutron diffraction was also employed by Y.c. Yang et al., who found that C would prefer 
to occupy the (½;½;½) site [27]. However, C.T. Lee et al. [29] later on experimentally showed that the 
c axis increased markedly with the C content as an evidence that C should dissolve interstitially in the 
bct lattice. With many results from experimental, a further investigation by ab initio studies is necessary. 

In order to obtain a pure t phase and according to the Mn-Al phase diagram (Figure. 1) we 
prepared by mechanical alloying method several (MnxAl100-x)100-yCy alloys where x is the Mn atomic 
content in the range of 50 to 56 and y is the C atomic content. In the present work, we report our better 
MnAl(C) alloys with a high purity τ phase, using the mechanical alloying method with a short milling 
time and adequate heat treatment, as well as a study of the effects and position of C doping, both 
experimentally and theoretically. 
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2. Materials and methods 

The manganese (99.95% in purity), aluminum (99.5 % in purity), and carbon (99.95% in purity) 
powders were weighted and mixed for mechanical alloying. In order to obtain a pure t phase, the 
compositions were refined step by step based on the results of previous experiments. Finally, four 
nominal compositions: Mn52Al48, Mn51Al48C1, Mn50Al48C2, and Mn50.5Al47.5C2 were made. Each mixed 
powder corresponding to each composition was poured into two cylindrical tungsten carbide vials of a 
planetary ball mill (PULVERISETTE 7 premium line). Then, the two vials were sealed under argon 
atmosphere in order to avoid oxidation during the milling process. The total milling time of each sample 
was 10h at a speed of 400 rpm, during which, every 3 minutes, milling was interrupted by a pause of 2 
minutes in order to avoid a high temperature arising inside the vials. The balls to powder weight ratio is 
50:1. 

In order to avoid oxidation, all samples were sealed in a quartz tube vacuumed at 10-4 Torr. 
These samples were then annealed at 1050o C for 1 hour, quenched in water, and finally aged at 500 – 
535 oC for 45 minutes to obtain the e and τ phases, respectively. The e-to-τ-transformation-temperature 
was determined by using the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) technique. The phase 
identification and microstructure of MnAl(C) alloys was investigated by PANalytical –X ray 
diffractometer using CuKα radiation. The compositions and morphology of MnAl(C) samples were 
examined by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
Finally, the magnetic measurements were carried out by Superconducting Quantum Interference 
Devices (SQUID) MPMS XL7 Quantum Design magnetometer at room temperature and up to external 
induction field of Bext = µ0Hext = 7 T. 

A theoretical study of MnAl(C) magnet was carried out using the Quantum Expresso (QE) 
package (Quantum-opEn-Source Package for Research in Electronic Structure, Simulation, and 
Optimization, which contains the core package Plane-Wave Self-Consistent Field (PWscf program) 
using density functional theory (DFT), Plane-Wave (PW) basis set and pseudopotentials [32]. Structural 

Fig. 1. Phase diagram of MnAl alloys [31]. 
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optimization was performed with a variable cell (Vc-relax) and the spin degree of freedom enabled. 
Supercells of 100 atoms with or without carbon doping were built starting from ideal structure taken 
from the Crystallography Open Database COD [33]. Kinetic energy cutoff for wavefunctions (ecutwfc) 
and for charge density and potential (ecutrho) were set to be 20 Ry and 160 Ry, respectively, after a 
compromise for speed and accuracy was searched. All ultrasoft pseudopotentials of Mn, Al and C were 
taken from the QE website, using the PBE density functional [34]. The energy convergence was set to 
10-4 Ry. 

Table 1. Compositions of MnAl(C) compounds before and after 10h of milling estimated by EDS (assuming that the C 
content is fixed). 

Nominal compositions After 10h of milling  
Mn52Al48 Mn55Al45 

Mn51Al48C1 Mn55Al44C1 
Mn50Al48C2 Mn52.2Al45.8C2 

Mn50.5Al47.5C2 Mn54.2Al43.8C2 
 

Nominal compositions After 10h of milling 
 Mn Al C 
Mn52Al48 55 ± 1 45 ± 1  
Mn51Al48C1 55 ± 1 44 ± 1 1 
Mn50Al48C2 52 ± 1 46 ± 1 2 
Mn50.5Al47.5C2 54 ± 1 44 ± 1 2 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Microstructures 

Table 1 shows the compositions of MnAl(C) before and after 10h of milling estimated by EDS 
technique; in which, only Mn and Al contents were measured while the C amount was assumed to be 
unchanged after milling. This comes from the fact that the number of electrons in carbon atoms is low 
and  thus the corresponding content is hard to measure accurately by the EDS technique. Mn and Al 
contents values are given with an accuracy of 2%. As can be seen, there was a slight change in 
compositions after milling, in which the contents of Mn increased at the expense of Al reduction. The 
long time recording XRD measurements show neither trace of Al2O3 nor unalloyed elements, Mn or Al 
(Fig. 2). The loss of Al during the ball milling process was already observed by chemical analysis of as-
milled Mn49.2Al50.8 powders where the Al content of the final product decreased when the milling time 
increased [23]. In addition, J. Eckert et al. showed that during the study of glass-forming range in 
mechanically alloyed Ni-Zr, the overall temperature inside the vial could reach a temperature of 400°C 
in which the local temperature of the milled Ni70Zr30 powders was estimated about 200°C [35]. On the 
basis of the reasons given above and taking into account the fact that there is a large difference in melting 
temperature between Mn and Al, we assume that the quantity of Al missing in the as-milled samples is 
probably deposited on the surface of the balls or on the wall of the vials. This is opposite to the arc 
melting method that often vaporizes some amount of Mn under a high temperature arc, resulting in the 
loss of an amount of manganese [8, 19].  
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 As can be seen, Fig. 2(a) depicts the XRD diagrams of “as milled” and Mn55Al45, Mn55Al44C1, 
Mn52.2Al45.8C2, Mn54.2Al43.8C2 alloys. The broadened of Bragg peaks of the “as milled” sample indicates 
the presence of a poorly crystallized phase and identified as a mixing of β-Mn and high-temperature ε 
phases. This “as milled” structure results from the fracturing and cold-welding processes that occurred 
repeatedly during the milling process. Annealing of “as milled” samples at 1050oC during 1h allowed 
the phase transformation of the β to the ε phase. Fig. 2(b) shows that a very high purity ε phase was 
observed for the three samples Mn55Al45, Mn55Al44C1, and Mn54.2Al43.8C2, but in the Mn52.2Al45.8C2 
sample a small amount of γ2 phase appeared. The appearance of this secondary phase is due to the lower 
content of Mn, which is close to the γ2 region (Fig. 1). 

a) 

b) 

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of (a) “as milled” and (b) MnAl(C) alloys annealed at 1050 oC for 1h and quenched in water. 
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The DSC curves for determination of e-to-τ-transformation-temperature were depicted in Fig. 3. 
The Tpeak is the temperature where half of the transformation was accomplished. The aging temperature 
was chosen so that whole transformation would be achieved. Hence, the annealed samples were aged at 
various temperatures ranging from 500 to 535oC for 45 minutes to transform the ε to the τ phase.  

  

Fig. 3. DSC curves of 1050 oC-1h annealed MnAl(C) alloys for determination of e-to-t-transformation-temperature. 

XRD patterns of those aged samples are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the τ phase was formed 
in all samples. The highest purity was obtained with the Mn54.2Al43.8C2 alloy, while the β phase appeared 
in Mn55Al45, Mn55Al44C1 and g2 phase in Mn52.2Al45.8C2. Identification of phases, [ε (PDF file: 00-011-
0416, crystal system: hexagonal, space group: P63/mmcE, space group number: 194), τ (PDF file: 00-
030-0028, crystal system: tetragonal, space group: P4/mmm, space group number: 123), β (PDF file: 
00-048-1568, crystal system: cubic, space group: P4132, space group number: 213), γ2 (PDF file: 00-
018-0035, crystal system: Rhombohedral, space group: R3m, space group number: 160)], present in 
each step of the process was done with HighScore Plus Software [36] and the Rietveld refinement of 
XRD data and determination of microstructure (grain size and phase content) were performed with 
MAUD program [37]. Crystallographic Information Framework (CIF) files of ε, τ, β, and γ2 phases used 
for Rietveld refinement were downloaded from COD [http://www.crystallography.net]. The refined 
parameters values are presented in Table 2. Notice that a good refinement is obtained when Rw < 15.0 
and Sig < 2.0. 
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Fig. 4. XRD parterns of MnAl(C) alloys aged at various temperatures from 500 °C to 535 °C for 45 minutes 

Examples of the Rietveld refinement of annealed and aged Mn54.2Al43.8C2 are shown in Fig. 5. 

From table 2, it is shown that the a and c cell parameters of the e-phase with hexagonal close-

packed (hcp) structure increase with carbon content. In the t-phase with bct structure, cell parameter c 

possesses the same behavior while the cell parameter adecreases slightly. Therefore, for both structures, 

an increase of cell volume was observed, indicating that the carbon atoms occupy interstitial sites. This 

is consistent with the results of ab initio calculation, which predicts that the tetragonal t-phase is more 

stabilized when doping C atoms occupy interstitial positions (see Table 4). For the MnAl t-phase, 

according to the hole size consideration, among the four nonequivalent octahedral-type interstitial sites 

only two nonequivalent sites lying in the c-direction have sufficient space to accommodate the C atoms; 

type I (1/2, 1/2, 0) and type II (0, 0, 1/2) [29]. Otherwise, our results are in agreement with those obtained 

by different studies in the literature [8, 18, 29] and notably the case of martensite, in which the c axis 

was elongated while the a axis was slightly reduced since carbon atoms  were inserted into the interstitial 

site of its body center tetragonal (bct) structure [39]. Another example is that reported bt C.T. Lee et al 

[29] from rapidly solidified and heat treated (Mn0.53Al0.47)100-xCx alloys, where the cell volume of pseudo-

binary MnAl bct structure increases with C atoms content and in which C doping atoms occupy 

interstitial sites type I. This is different from the assumption used for our Ab-initio calculation since we 

considered the interstitial sites type II. 

From Table 2 , it is shown that the crystallite size of the ε phase ranges from 100 to 120 nm. 

Moreover, after the phase transformation from e to τ the crystallite size increased slightly for the free 

and low carbon content samples while it decreased significantly for the samples with higher carbon 

content. 
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This is understandable considering the mechanism of nucleation and grain growth during eps-

tau transformation and the role of point defects in this process. In such process, presence of defects 

hampers grains growth and limits their size. This effect of point defects was reported by F. Lemke et al, 

in which Fe doping suppressed the grain growth of SrTiO3.[38]. For our samples, as carbon atoms were 

inserted, the defect concentration will increase with increasing amount of carbon. Therefore, a smaller 

crystallite size with higher carbon concentration would be expected. 

  

 

Fig. 5. Rietveld refinement of annealed (a) and aged Mn54.2Al43.8C2 (b) shows the observed data (Yobs), calculated data 
(Ycal) and also the Yobs-Ycal plot. 

Table 2. Refined microstructure of MnAl(C) alloys. 

 𝜀-phase 𝜏-phase 
CS 

(nm) a (Å) c (Å) Sig - Rwp 
CS 

(nm) a (Å) c (Å) Sig - Rwp WP (%) 

Mn55Al45 118 2.7072 
±0.0001 

4.3825 
±0.0001 1.63-1.45 159 2.7742 

±0.0001 
3.5911 

±0.0002 1.87-1.66 92  

Mn55Al44C1 102 2.7084 
±0.0001 

4.3865 
±0.0002 1.51-1.35 137 2.7708 

±0.0001 
3.6019 

±0.0002 2.05-1.65 88  

Mn52.2Al45.8C2 122 2.7118 
±0.0001 

4.3924 
±0.0001 

1.36-1.91 98 2.7675 
±0.0002 

3.6253 
±0.0004 

1.48-2.54 91  

Mn54.2Al43.8C2 112 
2.7107 

±0.0021 
4.4392 

±0.0012 1.59-1.40 79 
2.7661 

±0.0002 
3.6245 

±0.0003 1.99-1.79 99  

CS: Crystallite size. 
WP: Weight percentage. 

a) Yobs 
Ycal 

b) Yobs 
Ycal 

Yobs-Ycal 

Yobs-Ycal 

Yobs 
Ycal 

b) 
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Doping with one carbon in atomic percentage, as in the case of Mn55Al44C1, seems to have no 
effect on stabilizing the tetragonal structure as the β phase still exists with a comparable amount with 
the free carbon sample, Mn55Al45. This indicates that stabilizing the τ phase by C insertion in the 
tetragonal structure needs a certain threshold of C content and according to our results this is higher than 
1%. 

Fig. 6 shows SEM images of Mn54.2Al43.8C2 powders at 3500 times of magnification in which one 
can observe the morphology evolution of powders from the as-milled state and after heat treatment and 
aging processes. For the as-milled powders (Fig. 6. (a)) it can be seen a wide particle size distribution 
with an average size in order of 3±1µm. Fig. 6. (b) shows the evolution after annealing at 1050°C/1h and 
quenched in water the as-milled sample. This treatment aims at forming the high temperature e-phase. 
The overall particle size did not evolve in great proportions compared to that of as-milled powder. Fig. 6. 
(c) shows particles powder morphology after aging the heat treated sample at 535°C/45 min to realize 
the phase transformation e®t. It is shown that particles size increase substantially and can reach the 
value of 20µm. Indeed, the change in particles size especially concerns the low size particles for which 
the provided thermal energy produces a successive coalescence, germination and growth processes, 
which allow for an increase of their overall size. In a previous work related to the phase transition from 
γ-Fe2O3 to α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles induced by thermal treatment and laser irradiation we have already 
observed this phenomenon [40]. 

 

3.2. Magnetic properties 

Magnetic properties of the ε phase of annealed Mn54.2Al43.8C2 at room temperature was 
investigated by recording the external magnetic field dependence of magnetization M(H). The result is 
shown in Fig. 7, where one can observe a linear dependence of magnetization as a function of the external 
magnetic field with no hysteresis as the indication of paramagnetic characteristics. In combination with 
XRD, it confirms the high purity of the ε phase obtained in annealed Mn54.2Al43.8C2. However, it is well 
known that ε is antiferromagnetic with a Néel temperature TN = 97 K [41].  

a) b) c) 

Fig. 6. SEM images Mn54.2Al43.8C2 a) after 10h of milling, b) after annealed at 1050 oC -1h and c) after aged at 535 
oC-45 minutes. 
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Fig. 7. Magnetic field dependence M(H) of ε - Mn54.2Al43.8C2 measured at room temperature. 

Room temperature M(H) hysteresis loops of all aged samples are shown in Fig. 8. Both secondary 
phases, g2-Mn5Al8 and the β-Mn are paramagnetic at room temperature, therefore, their contributions to 
the M(H) curves of mostly ferromagnetic material (t-phase) are negligible. The inset figure represents 
a larger scale view of the center area of M(H) curves. As one can see, magnetizations of all aged samples 
were almost saturated under an external magnetic field (H) of 5.5 MAm-1. The hysteresis loops indicate 
that all samples are ferromagnetic and originated from the τ phase. Magnetic properties values related 
to carbon content are also presented in Table 3. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Hysteresis loops of aged MnAl(C) alloys at room temperature. 
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The mass density of τ phases, ρ=5.1 g/cm3, which came from the refinement data, was used to 
calculate the energy product (BH)max. As can be seen, the coercivity (Hc) increased monotonically with 
increasing carbon content. In detail, Hc of Mn54.2Al43.8C2 has the highest value of 143 kAm-1 while that 
of free-doped carbon Mn55Al45 has the lowest, with 46.3 kAm-1. Our values are smaller than those 
originating from samples obtained by the same technique reported by D.C. Crew et al., where the highest 
obtained Hc value was of 271 kAm-1 with 1.1 wt.% C doping [21] or by O. Obi et al., with Hc = 175 
kAm-1 at 1% C doping [22]. This difference may come from the higher crystallite size value of our 
samples compared to others. For example, crystallite size of τ phase reported by O. Obi et al. was 39 
nm [22] compared to 79 nm of Mn54.2Al43.8C2 in our work. According to J.M.D. Coey [42], the maximum 
radius of a spherical particle that is a single domain in equilibrium 𝑅&'  is calculated by: 

𝑅&' = 36
+|𝐾.|𝐴
𝜇1𝑀&

3 		(1) 

where 𝐾., 𝐴, 𝜇1, 𝑀& are the uniaxial anisotropy constant, the exchange stiffness, the vacuum 
permeability, and the saturation magnetization, respectively. Substituting the parameters of MnAl alloy, 
in which 𝐾.= 1.7 MJm-3 [4], 𝐴 ≈ 10-11 Jm-1, and 𝑀& = 0.57 MAm-1, gives 𝑅&' ≈ 330 nm or 660 nm in 
diameter. This value is comparable with the reported diameter of single domain of 773 nm by [43] and 
710 nm by [44]. The calculated value 660 nm is higher than the experimentally obtained crystallite size 
(79 – 159 nm) of aged samples in our work, suggesting that the crystallites of these aged samples are in 
the single domain region. The obtained coercive field values decrease when the crystallite size increases. 
Fig. 9 exhibits a linear dependence of coercive field as a function of the inverse of crystallite size. At this 
stage, it is important to emphasize that the microstructure of powders obtained by ball milling consists 
of a crystallized grains separated by grain boundaries [45, 46]. As mentioned previously, it results from 
the fracturing and cold-welding processes that occurred repeatedly during the milling process. 

 

Fig. 9. Crystallite size dependence of coercivity (Hc) 
(•) represent the experimental data and the line ( ¾ ) the linear fit. 

For our samples, the grains or crystallites are a few tens of nanometers while the individual 
particles can reach a few micrometers as showing by the SEM images (Fig. 6. a, b and c). Based on to the 
measured grain size values, the studied particles are constituted of single magnetic domains delimited 
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by grain boundaries. The grain size dependence of coercivity and permeability (GSDCP) theory was 
developed by A. Mager [47] and then by G. Herzer [48-50], D. Xue et al. [51], and F. Pfeifer et al.  [52]. 
Indeed, if the grain size exceeds the domain wall width,  

𝛿 = 	𝜋:
𝐴
𝐾.
					(2) 

the magnetization process is determined by the domain wall pinning at the grain boundaries, in that case, 
a linear dependence of the coercive field (Hc) as a function of the inverse of crystallite size (d) is 
predicted [48], such as: 

𝐻= ≈ 𝑝?
+𝐴𝐾.
𝜇@𝑀&𝑑

						(3) 

where the pre-factor pc is typically of order of 6 or 3 for 180° or 90° domain walls in an assembly of 
randomly oriented cubic particles. According to the magnetic parameter values of τ phase, d » 8 nm, 
and the linear fit of the curve HC(1/d) gives a value of pc » 2.8. This value is in agreement with the 
theoretical value, pc= 3, predicted by A. Mager [47] and G. Herzer [48]. 

Saturation magnetization Ms displayed a similar trend as Hc, except for a minimum value found 
at Mn55Al44C1 (Table 3). This behavior can be explained by corresponding to the τ phase content in each 
sample, in which, Mn55Al44C1 has the lowest amount at 88% and Mn54.2Al43.8C2 has the highest at 99%. 
This is because of the carbon doping effect that stabilizes the τ phase, increases its content in the sample 
volume and improves the magnetic properties, by increasing Ms, Mr and (BH)max values. One can see 
that Mn54.2Al43.8C2 has the best performance with Ms = 570 kAm-1 (111.78 emu/g), Mr = 255 kAm-1 (50 
emu/g), and (BH)max = 7.8 kJ/m3 (Table 3). Table 3 also lists the magnetic properties values obtained by 
other authors using the same synthesis technique ([9, 21, 22]) in comparison with those of our samples. 
One can emphasize that the Ms and Mr values of our Mn54.2Al43.8C2 mechanically alloyed powder are the 
highest values ever reported by the mechanical alloying technique up to date. This high value is due to 
the high purity of τ phase in aged Mn54.2Al43.8C2. The Ms in our work is smaller than bulk Mn54Al46 
synthesized by arc melting [8, 18], comparable with (Mn55Al45)100C2 obtained by drop synthesis [20], 
and remarkably higher than Mn54Al46 by gas atomization method [11], and Mn55Al45 by melt spinning 
[16]. However, a low (BH)max was still obtained, which mainly comes from the low Hc. 

Table 3. Comparison of magnetic properties with other results also synthesized by mechanical alloying. 

Samples Ms (kAm-1) Mr (kAm-1) Hc (kAm-1) (BH)max (kJ/m3) Reference 
Mn53.1Al43.1C3.8 442 203 271 10.3 [21] 

Mn53Al47 296 158 103 3.6 [22] 
Mn55Al45 336 102 80 Unknown [9] 
Mn55Al45 523 ± 0.3 230 ± 3 46 ± 0.9 4.0 ± 0.1  

In our work Mn55Al44C1 444 ± 0.5 194 ± 1 60 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 
Mn52.2Al45.8C2 501± 0.3 219 ± 3 113 ± 0.2   5.0 ± 0.1 
Mn54.2Al43.8C2 570 ± 0.5 255 ± 2 143 ± 4.0  7.8 ± 0.1 

 

4. Ab initio studies  

In order to study the position of carbon atoms in the case of doping and their effect on the 
stabilization of τ phase, supercells of 100 atoms (Mn50Al50) with tetragonal structure were constructed 
with or without carbon doping. The dimension of the supercell is (5a x 5a x 2c), where a and c are the 
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axis of the primitive cell. Carbon was inserted up to two carbons atoms for one supercell, with two 
examples: firstly, at the interstitial position (0;0;½) and secondly with a substitution of Al atoms at (½; 
½; ½). The reason that carbon was inserted at (0;0;½) is because the c axis is increased when carbon is 
added (Table 2), and C experiences the largest space surrounded by the two closest Mn and four other Al 
atoms nearby in the supercell. Total energy (Etotal), optimized structure, and the resulting magnetization 
were computed in each case. The results are summarized in Table 4.  

It can be seen that the total energy after full structural optimization was reduced when carbon 
was added at interstitial site (0;0;½) where Etotal decreased from 11.14 Ry and 22.29 Ry with one and 
two carbons adoption, respectively. This means that the tetragonal structure was stabilized under doping 
of carbon at the interstitial sites. In contrast, Etotal increased when Al was substituted by carbon, no matter 
if one or two carbons were added. The more carbon atoms were substituted, the higher Etotal was found. 
This can be easily seen by the value ΔEtotal, namely, the difference in energy between a system without 
added carbon Eo and with added carbon Ec. The changes in supercell volume ΔV/Vo(%) between the 
volume Vo of the pure system and the volume Vc of the carbon doped system show a good agreement 
with empirical data in case of interstitial doping. In detail, Vsupercell increased with the addition of carbon. 
On the other hand, Vsupercell was contracted when C was added at (½; ½; ½) site. The lattice parameters 
of a and c axis after optimization are also presented in the Table 4. These values are smaller than the 
reported valued in Table 2. This can be understood since those values are calculated at 0 K.  One can see 
that both a and c axes expand  when carbon is interstitially inserted except for the case of  the c axis 
when one carbon is added. Reduction of all a and c axis are observed in the case of carbon substitution. 
As mentioned above, the structure of τ phase may include the distortion as in case of martensite where 
internal stress exists, for both τ phase and martensite  are metastable. Meanwhile, in the calculation of 
cell optimization, the atom positions are optimized so that the internal stress is minimized. So, for the 
case of interstitial insertion, the increase or decrease of a axis and c axis could be observed, yet there 
was a total gain in the volume. 

Absolute magnetization, which is mainly contributed by the ferromagnetic coupling between 
Mn atoms, and effective magnetic moment µeff of Mn was found to be notably reduced as more carbon 
was added at interstitial sites, while there was only a slight decline in case of substitution. This 
observation is in opposition with the report by J. Z. Wei et al. that was obtained from neutron diffraction 
analysis [18]. However, the decline of magnetization with carbon doping was also reported by Q. Zeng 
et al. [8], and J. Z. Wei et al. [18]. On the other hand, O. Moze et al. [10] and L. Pareti et al. [53] reported 
an increase of Ms when carbon was doped; however, although Ms also depends on the τ phase content 
of each sample, that was not mentioned in these two articles. Indeed, in our work, the τ phase content in 
aged Mn55Al45 (92%) is comparable with aged Mn52.2Al45.8C2 (91%), but possesses notably higher Ms 
(Table 3). The reduction of magnetization when carbon is added could be explained based on the change 
of Curie temperature (𝑇?). Indeed, the 𝑇? depends on the exchange energy as below: 

According to B. D. Cullity [54], the exchange energy 𝐸DE	between one atom and the nearest 
surrounding atoms with the same and parallel spin is defined as: 

𝐸DE = 𝑧(−2𝐽DE𝑆3)			(4)	 

where 𝑧, 𝐽DE, and 𝑆 are the coordination number, the exchange integral and the total spin, respectively. 
In this equation, the exchange integral 𝐽DE is proportional to 𝑇? according to [54]: 

𝐽DE =
3𝑘L𝑇?

2𝑧𝑆(𝑆 + 1)
					(5) 
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where 𝑘L  is the Boltzmann constant. 

It was reported in the literature that 𝑇? decreases with the addition of carbon [18, 53]; therefore, 
according to the formula (4), resulting in decreasing the exchange integral 𝐽DE between Mn atoms, and 
consequently the reduction of the magnetization as well.  

The µeff_cal of Mn at (0;0;0) site of Mn50Al50 in our work is found at 2.24 µB which is smaller 
than that by J. Z. Wei et al. [18], which µ_cal = 2.44 µB, and by A. Sakuma [26], which µ_cal = 2.4 µB. The 
difference may come from the difference in lattice size of Mn50Al50 in the calculation, from the accuracy 
of the calculation itself linked to force and energy convergence, or from the particular theoretical choices 
we made (DFT, pseudopotentials, discretization, etc).  

The experimental effective magnetic moment µeff_ex of Mn54.2Al43.8C2 was calculated by equation 
Ms = <n> µeff_ex, where <n> is the number of Mn atoms. This gave µeff_ex = 1.56 µB at T = 300 K, 
meanwhile the calculated effective magnetic moment with 2 C doping at interstitial site was found at 
the value µeff_cal = 2.08 µB at T = 0 K (Table 4), which is in reasonable agreement with the the µeff_ex at T 
= 300K. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Summary results of modelling MnAl(C) alloys with interstitial and substitution cases. 

 
Total 

energy 
Etotal (Ry) 

ΔEtotal 
(Ry) = 
EC – Eo 

Supercell 
volume 
V (Å3) 

ΔV/Vo 
(%)= 
(Vc-

Vo)*100/ 
Vo 

a axis 
(Å) 

c axis 
(Å) 

Absolute 
magnetization 

(µB) 

µeff_cal of 
Mn (µB) 

Non carbon -11081.49 0 1062.12 0 2.5559 3.2515 112.81 2.24 

 Interstitial 

Add 
1 C -11092.63 -11.14 1064.17 0.19 2.5586 3.2512 107.29   2.14 

Add 
2 C 

-11103.78 -22.29 1066.16 0.38 2.5597 3.2543 104.07 2.08 

Substitution 

Add 
1 C -11080.27 1.22 1058.71 -0.32 2.5528 3.2492 112.20 2.24 

Add 
2 C -11079.09 2.40 1054.72 -0.70 2.5514 3.2400 111.37 2.22 

5. Conclusion 

Tetragonal MnAl(C) alloys were synthesized by the mechanical alloying method with a short 
milling time, following by adequate heat treatment. The nominal composition of MnAl(C) was changed 
after 10h of milling. The microstructure of obtained τ phase powders is constituted of single magnetic 
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domains crystallites delimited by grain boundaries for which the coercive field increases with the inverse 
of grain size. This behavior is in agreement with the grain size dependence of coercivity and permeability 
(GSDCP) theory and therefore indicates that the magnetization process is determined by the domain 
wall pinning at the grain boundaries. Moreover, the crystallite size of τ phase was found to decrease 
with the addition of carbon. The mechanical alloyed Mn54.2Al43.8C2 possesses the highest purity of τ 
phase (99%) after 10h of milling, annealed at 1050 oC for 1h and aged at 535 oC for 45 minutes, having 
Ms= 570 kAm-1, Mr = 255 kAm-1, Hc= 143 kAm-1 and (BH)max = 7.8 kJ/m3. This Ms is the highest value 
ever reported by mechanical alloying method. 

Both experimental and theoretical studies show the stability enhancement of the τ phase with 
adoption of carbon. In addition, the results of an ab initio modelling study indicate that carbon should 
enter the interstitial site. While carbon stabilizes the τ phase, it reduces the magnetic moment of Mn.  
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